The appearance of wave front dislocations under interference among beams with simple wave fronts is considered. It is shown, that even two beams with the smooth wave fronts is possible the formation of dislocations screw type. The screw dislocations are formed in cross point of lines of equal amplitude of beams and minimum of an interference pattern.
INTRODUCTION
A great of works is devoted to studying of the wave front dislocation'7. Many of them relate to the statistic fields. However the formation of dislocations in speckle-field occurs in undeveloped speckle structures, i.e. at interference of small quantity ofpartial waves. In the case the question appears: how many and which beams are to be forming of screw wave front dislocation. These question are under study at the work.
2. CONCEPTUAL BACKGROuND. 1 The scalar approximation is the technique we use in the work, i.e. only one field component is analyzed. 2.Consider interference oftwo unspecified phase surfaces and unspecified amplitudes with some modulation.
U1(x,y) = A1(x,y)exp[jp(x,y)} Phases and modules of amplitudes are of such kind that at any plane of observation of the wave fronts, which is perpendicular to z-axis in the some of analysis the wave front approximation takes place i.e. wave propagation U1 and U2 are without any diffraction. Then the phase tangent ofthe resulting field is described by a relationship: AX+ tg = A, x+AA1Y (5) From (5) follows, that the field in the zero vicinity is defmed as screw dislocation. The dislocation sign and the phase behaviour while by passing of zero point depends on the relation between Au and &4 obviously the ideal ('classic") helicoid is realized in the case:
A.A,iJ = 1,A1zp = -AA; (6) Under any another conditions the helicoid will be deformed.
In summary let us consider the relation between "phases of screw dislocation" . By the phase of screw dislocation is meant some constant phase shift near by a zero point, that can be defmed for any specific zero point. Just the phase shift while superimposing ofthe reference field defmes the intensity of interference fringes in the zero vicinity (a dark, light or gray fork). Along of lines of equal amplitudes input the s coordinate. Let us consider the resulting field when moving along the of equal amplitudes curve. In the case the relationship for the resulting field can be written as:
In the point of crossing s, , the lines of equal amplitudes y = f(x) with i-th zero line, taking into consideration the condition (2), the exponent index in (7) is defmed by the relationship:
ço,=p,+m1r+-
In the case S can be connected with phase surface both the first and the second beam. It is obvious that while by passing ofthe point s inthe xy-plain at a little distant ds (that tends to zero) from 5, point the exponent index does not change. Then the exponent index defmes dislocation phase in s,-point. The difference between the phases in adjacent minimums of interference pattern is defmed by the relationship:
L'tco = -/-t ;r (9) Thus, when scrutinizing (9) along the line of equal amplitudes, that is on one of phase surfaces, so (9) for two s, adjacent points differs by r Specifically for two quasiplane waves it is reflected in the fact, that in adjacent minimums of an interference pattern a phase differs by iz if an observation plane is orthogonal to one of wave vectors of interference beams or to bisectrix of an angle between them. On superposition of a sounding plane wave it will be observed in the form of division of a light and dark strip in two adjacent minimums. If the angle between interference beams is small, so the patterns can be observed under any position ofthe observation plane.
Note, that owing to the restrictions adopted by us to the changing of the wave front phases (the phase change smoothly), the changing ofwave front that is equal to the distance between adjacent minimums can be treated as linear one. In other words the result of interference can be given as interference of two plane fronts. Hence it follows that for any wave fronts a phase ofhelicoids in adjacent minimums of an interference pattern differs essentially (practical) by r.
Experimental checking was realized according to the optical scheme that is shown in Fig. 2 . Laser beam 1 was converted to parallel beam by an expander 2-4. By means of beam splitter 5 the beam was directed to two channels of an interferometer. In one of the channels two quasi-plane waves with nearly the same intensity were formed using Michelson interferometer (divider 6, mirror 12,13). For the changing of beam intensity and specifying of the smooth amplitude modulation in interferometer channels neutral wedge filters 8,9 with logarithmic transmittance were installed. The wedges were installed in such a way that modulation of amplitude was realized in the direction of orthogonal plane of a pattern in opposite directions.
Angles between interference beams were selected in such a way that interference strips formed by interferometer 6,12,13 (a field with dislocation), were perpendicular to interference strips, that appeared under interference with the sounding beam. 
CONCLUSIONS.
The investigation above follows that on interference even two beams with the smooth wave fronts is possible the formation of dislocations screw type. The screw dislocations are formed in cross point of lines of equal amplitude of beams and minimum of an interference pattern. In the general case the phase surface in the vicinity of the field points is a deformed helicoid. It seems likely to assume, that, the origin of screw dislocation in statistic fields happens to be in the same way under interference of elementary wave fronts, that are formed by a scattered surface. This statement can be experimentally checked for model scattered objects.
